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Rainbow Plague is a timely dystopian adventure about Maia, a girl
imprisoned for who she is, who rises to the challenges to her identity.

 by Lia Athena is not an easy read for this 50-something
queer person, but it is a novel that has great value for the young adults and
teens who may have forgotten about the horrors of conversion therapy and
about the major milestones achieved by the LGBTQIA+ community in the
last few decades.

Rainbow Plague

Maia's story is told in �rst person for the most part, with sections in bold
indicating a departure from her point of view to that of President Miller. Her
voice is clear, and the level of detail in her descriptions makes the story and
its setting incredibly vivid to the reader. Maia, along with other teens, has
been relocated to a camp somewhere with the goal of "curing" them of their
queerness. Maia's character is well-developed, and as we read the novel we
learn about her relationship with Aimee (her girlfriend), her parents, and her
little sister Janice (nicknamed "Jam"). The reader easily identi�es with and
empathizes with Maia from the beginning, and as we all settle into her new
life at the camp, we meet other characters who are also individuals. Details
like how one of the characters is a YouTube celebrity whose shocking pink
hair has been shaved off (even though she's female and baldness certainly
doesn't �t the camp's idea of feminine beauty) help readers situate
themselves in the near future of 2026.

That the book is set only a few years from now--two years into the next
presidential term--is important to the overall impact. Not only does the
timeframe mean that readers can identify with the mundane details, but
also that the novel is sounding a clear warning bell. During the Trump
administration, there were constant attacks on the progress made by
LGBTQIA+ folx. And, President Miller is very clearly a satirization of Mike
Pence--down to his discomfort about being around women who are not his
wife and in his tendency to call his wife "mother."

Here's hoping that this novel doesn't become as prophetic as Atwood's 
 seems at times; instead, I hope people read 

 and realize how quickly things can turn around again. The novel is a
disturbing reminder that we can't be complacent and assume things can't
be turned back on a grand scale.

The
Handmaid's Tale Rainbow
Plague

https://reedsy.com/discovery/book/rainbow-plague-lia-schaffner#review

Review of  by Lia AthenaRainbow Plague



As a retired college faculty member and administrator, I �nd myself having
to distinguish my reaction to the actions of J. Peters and the ways he �nds
the English Department at the �ctional New Liberty University at fault for
not intervening in his mental illness from my actual review of the narrative.

At its heart, this book is an autobiography written under a pen name, even
though the author classi�ed it as a "psychological thriller" when putting it up
for review. (The book is listed as autobiography in the sales listings). The use
of a pen name makes sense here, as the author often distinguishes between
J. Peters, the person he was during his break, and his "healed" self. J. Peters
tells his story of deciding to apply for doctoral studies at the school where he
has yet to complete a bachelor's degree and the downward spiral he
experienced as he becomes delusional and has a schizophrenic break. The
irony, though, is that Peters always thinks he knows best, even as he seeks
validation through entry into the graduate program. For instance, before
being barred from courses in the department (and from entering the of�ce),
he takes a class with the chair and describes how at every turn he
challenges and contradicts the professor during lectures, as well as how he
rallies his friends as his "doctoral guard" spending thousands of dollars
designing uniforms for them.

If Ignatius Reilly from  found himself brought to life
and dropped in an undergraduate program in New York, his narrative might
read like that of J. Peters'. The antics and voice of the narrator here certainly
bring Ignatius Reilly to mind.

A Confederacy of Dunces

While there are many spots where Peters realizes his view of the events
between the denial of admission to the doctoral program in English and his
release from the state mental hospital was distorted and delusional, even at
the end the narrator still views the English department at fault for those
events. Simply put, though, it isn't the job of English faculty or administration
to diagnose students or determine when something more than entitlement
is at play when students act out. The book can be a great help, however, in
displaying instances where student counseling referrals are warranted.

University on Watch is an enthralling, heart-breaking, and enlightening
student biography. A must-read for college administrators & faculty.

https://reedsy.com/discovery/book/university-on-watch-crisis-in-the-

academy-max-guttman#review

Review of  by J. PetersUniversity On Watch: Crisis in the Academy



The premise of  is an interesting one: Tom loses his sister
Nina unexpectedly and learns that even though he idolized her and thought
they were best friends, she kept her true self and her life with her girlfriend
Sarah a secret. When Nina dies, Tom has to go on a journey to �nd Sarah and
in the process learns about himself, his own assumptions and prejudices,
and about who his sister truly was.

Searching for Sarah

The storylines between Tom and Nina, between Tom and his wife Gabi,
between Nina and her mother, between Nina and Sarah, between Nina and
her coworkers are all compelling. At the same time, however, the book is
almost too detailed in telling Nina's life story--without giving away spoilers,
the same thing that makes Nina's character so well-developed also leads to a
bit of overcomplication in the story and a bit of melodrama at times. In
addition, Tom and Nina seem to compete for main character attention,
leaving Sarah's character oddly undeveloped. While life is complex and there
are lots of challenges people face, at some point, the plot seems a little too
elaborate. The book, as a result, isn't clearly de�ned as a lesbian romance,
even though at times it seems to want to be (as well as the category it is
listed under).

This con�ict in terms of genre and voice pops up at times in shifts in points
of view. For instance, within the same paragraph, you might get �rst-person
narration from Tom followed by third-person point-of-view. Also, the constant
shifting of time causes some issues with the narrative �ow.

Overall, the book is enjoyable, but killing Nina will likely disappoint lesbian
readers who are looking to get beyond the trope of the dead lesbian. I get
that it is what starts the plot and search for Tom, but there are ways to set up
the same lessons without Nina dying. Lesbian romance readers tend to like a
HEA (as do romance readers in general) and centering the story on Tom--the
straight brother of the deceased Nina--makes this a mislabeled book for me
in terms of genre.

A story of many relationships and varied family structures, Searching for Sara
ultimately becomes a search for so much more than one woman.

https://reedsy.com/discovery/book/searching-for-sarah-phillip-vega#review

Review of  by Phillip VegaSearching for Sarah



There's much potential in this collection of sketches, but not much plot. The
book is arranged in chapters that each focus on the main character's —
Jenna's — relationships with various girlfriends, her mother, and her mother's
dog, Oscar.

If you're looking for a quick and light read, this may be for you. At times,
though, the book reads as a bare bones cataloguing of relationships that
sounds more like a journal rather than a developed work of �ction. The
character development is minimal, and while the main character does have
some �eeting moments of self-awareness and re�ection, nothing is well
developed. At one point, I did return to the description to ensure I wasn't
reading a memoir, as the book doesn't have a clear inciting incident or plot-
structure.

That being said, the writing is solid and it does leave me wishing the writer
had developed a fuller storyline with more fully realized characters — all good
things that indicate this debut work could be a starting point for future
novels that are more fully realized.

A short, episodic read focusing on Jenna as she navigates various
relationships in her life.

https://reedsy.com/discovery/book/blame-it-on-the-chardonnay-emma-

hollis#review

Review of by Emma HollisBlame it on the Chardonnay 



_Saved as Draft_ by N. D. Chan: A short genre-busting memoir exploring
Chan's identity as a Chinese-American lesbian writer.

N. D. Chan's  is a quick read, but the length shouldn't fool
readers into thinking the work is light fare or that it lacks complexity.
Instead, this small book of poems, snapshots, and letters to people in the
author's past is a gold mine of potential storylines. I would love to see all of
them transformed into several longer non�ction works or used in semi-
autobiographical �ction. The book not only shows Chan's multiple facets and
identities through the use of varied forms (poems, letters, pictures) but also
in the different identities Chan traces in those forms.

Saved as Draft

The �rst section focuses on Chan's Chinese-American identity. When Chan
was an infant, her mother sent her to live with grandparents. At the age of
six, Chan returns to the US to live with her mother, who has found success
and an American husband. Her grandparents speak no English, so Chan
becomes their personal interpreter. Chan not only has to learn to love her
"new father" but is haunted by the father she never knew and is teased by
white kids for her differences.

The middle section focuses on Chan's lesbian identity. Her girlfriends are
white, but there's not much re�ection on difference (cultural or ethnic) here.
What shines is the rawness and honesty in letters to two of Chan's ex-
girlfriends. While I miss potential cultural and generational clashes I'm sure
Chan faced coming out to her family as a lesbian, it's refreshing to see the
author's thoughts on those relationships speci�cally, rather than on how
others perceived and reacted to them. In both of the letters, Chan focuses
on closed, perfect, isolated spaces--her �rst girlfriend's bedroom and the
hotel where she would meet girlfriend #2--showing how she shielded her
early relationships from outside in�uences, keeping them secret and almost
sacred.

https://reedsy.com/discovery/book/saved-as-draft-stories-of-self-discovery-

through-letters-and-notes-nd-chan#review

Review of  by N.D. ChanSaved as Draft



TOP TEN BOOKS TO READ IF THERE’S A
PHYSICIAN IN YOUR FAMILY
Angelic Rodgers, PhD 2022-05-11 08:09:18

Literature Review:

We’ve included a lot of book reviews in our issues over the years, and we
wanted to take some time to revisit books we really found useful, as well as
some classics that we’ve not reviewed before. Enjoy!

 (2021, 2019, 2014).  Available in
paperback and eBook. 
Dahle, James M. The White Coat Investor Series.

https://www.whitecoatinvestor.com/the-book/

In addition to hosting the popular podcast , Dr.
Dahle is a practicing board-certi�ed emergency physician. His three-book
series offers tips for physicians at all stages of training, including planning for
medical school admittance, training, and even post-practice �nancial health.

The White Coat Investor

https://www.whitecoatinvestor.com/the-book/


 (2019). Dunn, Stacy & Joel. Real-Life Physician Family: Secrets to Surviving,
Even Thriving During Medical School, Residency, and Beyond.
https://www.essentiallydunn.com/real-life-physician-family-support-book

Stacy and her husband Joel share tips and insights speci�c to military
medical families, but much of what is here will resonate with civilian families,
as well. As with many medical family memoirs, this one takes the reader
through the Dunn’s early years in their journey, through the application
process, medical school, residency, and the beginning of their post-training
life as a family. The  is in our Winter 2020 issue.full review1

 (2017). 
. 

Epstein, Sarah. Love in the time of medical school: Build a happy,
healthy relationship with a medical student https://www.sarah-epstein.com/

https://www.essentiallydunn.com/real-life-physician-family-support-book
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?i=645847&article_id=3575919&view=articleBrowser&ver=html5
https://www.sarah-epstein.com/


Epstein covers the beginning stages of the journey of medicine by
discussing the application process and takes readers through to Match Day.
Along the way, she provides helpful tips and strategies for couples to help
them communicate better and strengthen their relationships. Epstein is a
licensed marriage and family therapist and contributor to .
We’ve been fortunate to have her write for our blog and magazine, too. Be
sure to check out her blog for great “medical relationship” entries like
“Medicine is Not Destroying Your Marriage.” For a  of her book, visit
the Winter 2018 issue.

Psychology Today

full review2

 (2012). Hagar, Jordyn Paradis. “At Least You’ll Be Married to a Doctor.”
Managing Your Intimate Relationship Through Medical School.
https://www.jordynhagar.com/

Hagar, a clinical social worker, makes use of her personal experiences as a
medical spouse and her professional expertise to help others navigate
medical relationships. She describes medical marriage as a three-way
relationship, unique from traditional marriages. The book begins with the
pre-admission stage and leads readers through the years of medical school
and discusses the need for sustained self-care, even after training. The
themes of balance and choice dominate; Hagar continually emphasizes how
being a medical spouse is a choice every day and at every stage. Instead of
feeling medicine is ruining our relationships, we can move forward, making
choices that help us balance our emotional investment and expectations as
we support our doctor spouse. Hagar is a regular contributor to Physician
Family Magazine and blog.

https://bluetoad.com/publication/?i=469153&article_id=2986154&view=articleBrowser&ver=html5
https://www.jordynhagar.com/


 (2020). Ho, Amy Faith. Is Mommy a Doctor or Superhero?
https://amyfaithho.com/

In this delightfully illustrated children’s book, Dr. Amy Faith Ho helps kids
understand the important work their physician moms do. I had the good
fortune to interview Dr. Ho on the book, her goals for the work, and her plans
for future work as part of my  in our Winter 2021 issue.full review3

 (2018). 
. 

Sharma, Megan. Memoirs of a Surgeon’s Wife: I’m Throwing Your
Damn Pager into the Ocean https://www.megansharma.com/

https://amyfaithho.com/
https://www.bluetoad.com/publication/?i=690093&article_id=3858381&view=articleBrowser
https://www.megansharma.com/


Megan Sharma’s humorous approach blends memoir and helpful tips in four
sections: “Let’s Make Small Talk,” “Our Love Story,” “Life in the Trenches:
Residency,” and “Life Beyond Residency.” Along the way, we read about
Megan and Arun’s love story, and we also �nd various “survival” tips and
guides. She breaks down some of the economics of training, as well as
burnout. Megan shared some tips about dealing with match day on our blog
in 2017 with “Does Match Day Dictate Your Destiny? A Surgeon’s Wife
Weighs In.” A  of Megan’s book is in the Fall 2018 issue of full review4 Physician
Family Magazine.

 (2021). Short, Jessica. Rhythms of Relationship: A Guide for Creating
Purposeful Patterns to Strengthen Your Marriage.
https://shortandsweetblog.com/

Jessica Short’s �rst book grew from her blog where she writes about
strengthening relationships and her life as the spouse of a medical student.
Jessica shared an  in our Spring/Summer 2021 issue
focused on the theme of “Physician Family Well-Being.”

excerpt from her book5

https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=32550&i=534282&view=articleBrowser&article_id=3213544&search=angelic%20rodgers&ver=html5
https://shortandsweetblog.com/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=702934&view=contentsBrowser&ver=html5


 (2018). 
 Studer

Group.  and

Simonds, Gary & Wayne Sotile. The Thriving Physician: How to Avoid
Burnout by Choosing Resilience Throughout Your Medical Career.

https://neuroscience.vt.edu/people/core-faculty/simondsgr.html
https://www.sotile.com/

As “The Medical Family Resilience Challenge” by the Sotile family indicates in
our Winter 2018 issue. The thriving physician needs a strong, resilient family
behind them! One of the things I loved about this book was that it expands
on the earlier  and covers the changing demographics of
medical students and “newer” family structures that arose because of those
changes. As I indicated in the ,  this book is part narrative
and part workbook, providing an interactive experience allowing readers to
apply the concepts to their work and relationships.

Medical Marriage

Winter 2019 review 6

https://neuroscience.vt.edu/people/core-faculty/simondsgr.html
https://www.sotile.com/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?i=565213&article_id=3298014&view=articleBrowser&ver=html5


 (2000). 
, Revised Edition. The

American Medical Association. 

Sotile, Wayne M. & Mary O. The Medical Marriage: Sustaining Healthy
Relationships for Physicians and Their Families

https://www.sotile.com/

This classic, originally published in 1996, was the �rst book to consider
medical marriage as a truly unique situation. In this work, the Sotiles (who
are regular contributors to  and the 

 with entries like 2016’s ), address
three major areas: “Stress, Personality, and Marriage,” “The Basics of Love and
Romance: Now and Forever,” and “Medicine, Marriage, and Stress.” Each of
the 15 chapters ends with a references list, and most include “further
reading” suggestions.

Physician Family Magazine Physician
Family Blog “So You Married a Physician”7

 (2015). Southwick, Frances. Prognosis: Poor: One Doctor’s Personal Account of
the Beauty and the Perils of Modern Medical Training.
http://www.francessouthwick.com/

Frances Southwick’s memoir takes the reader from the application stage
through medical school and residency. For partners and loved ones of
physicians, the book is incredibly helpful in terms of truly hearing the voice
of a person in training. The appendix lists tips for keeping a relationship alive
through training, which Southwick wrote about in a December 2015 blog
entry for Physician Family Blog titled “ . ”Here We Are 8

https://bluetoad.com/publication/?

m=62681&i=747366&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4270258&ver=html5

https://www.sotile.com/
https://physicianfamilymedia.net/so-you-married-a-physician/
http://www.francessouthwick.com/
https://physicianfamilymedia.net/here-we-are/


LITERATURE REVIEW: BOOKS FOCUSED
ON HEALTH AND GENDER DISPARITIES,
BIAS, SEXISM, AND RACISM
Angelic Rodgers, PhD 2022-02-14 06:31:51

As I compiled this review, I kept seeing the same quote from Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.: “Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health is the most
shocking and inhumane.” More than 50 years after MLK’s call to action,
scholars are still calling for a clearer understanding of racial bias in medicine
and a need for action to combat race-based inequality and injustice. My
original plan was to include more than just race, socio-economic status, and
gender, but the list had to be limited. The books in this list repeatedly show
the intersectionality of those factors. As Cleghorn argues, “Structural racism
intertwines insidiously with gender bias.”

While what follows is not an exhaustive list, the histories and memoirs I’ve
highlighted can help us understand how the current inequalities and
injustices came about and how to recognize and identify unconscious and
conscious biases; the authors often offer strategies to counter those.

 
.  Third Edition. John

Hopkins University Press.

Barr, Donald A. (2019) Health Disparities in the United States: Social Class,
Race, Ethnicity, and the Social Determinants of Health 1

 currently serves as a professor of Pediatrics at The
Freeman Spogli Institute and Stanford School of Medicine. Barr was
motivated to originally explore the issue of health disparities when an
undergrad student, whose mother had multiple myeloma, proposed a
project to see how often African American patients with the disease were
offered chemo in comparison with white patients.

Donald A. Barr, MD, PhD2

https://www.amazon.com/Health-Disparities-United-States-Determinants/dp/1421432587
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#1
https://healthpolicy.fsi.stanford.edu/people/donald_a_barr
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#2


“Simply presenting research data [on race and ethnicity
and SDH as drivers of health disparities], however, is not
conducive to effective learning. The data needs to be
threaded together into a theoretical framework. In this
book, I have attempted those tasks.

Barr addresses the ways in which “the principal racial categories used today
by the US Census Bureau were described by scientists as biological in
nature, represent fundamental divisions of the human species. I investigate
the research looking at racial categorization as biologically derived versus
that suggesting it is socially constructed.”

Barr explores disparities by ethnicity and race, as well as disparities in access
to care, race-based pharmaceuticals, biases among physicians (conscious
and unconscious), and a suggested framework to use to “identify those
disparities stemming from SES, race, or ethnicity that need to be reduced or
eliminated as a matter of public policy.”

 Penguin Random House.
Cleghorn, Elinore. (2021) 

.
Unwell Women: Misdiagnosis and Myth in a Man-

Made World 3

Elinor Cleghorn holds a PhD in humanities and cultural studies and worked
as a postdoctoral researcher focusing on a medical humanities project at the
Ruskin School of Art in Oxford. In the introduction to this book, Cleghorn
discusses how it took “seven years of dismissed symptoms and unhelpful
misdiagnoses” for her to �nally be cor rectly diagnosed with systemic lupus
erythematosus.

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/646468/unwell-womenby-elinor-cleghorn/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#3


“Male dominance–and with it the superiority of the male
body–was cemented into medicine’s very foundations . . .
Women were marked by their anatomical difference
from men and medically de�ned as faulty, defective,
de�cient.

 begins with ancient Greece and the notion of women as
being de�ned by—and controlled by—their uteruses. As she notes, “To
dismantle this painful legacy in medical knowledge and practice, we must
�rst understand where we are and how we got here.” Part I delves into the
history of hysteria through the nineteenth century. Part II focuses on the
late nineteenth century through the 1940s. Part III focuses on 1945 to the
present day. In exploring the roots of Western medicine and how it has
evolved in the US and the UK, Cleghorn hopes to reveal the way “medicine
has insisted on pathologizing ‘femaleness,’ and by extension womanhood.”

Unwell Women

Cleghorn emphasizes the ways in which the health care system in the US
and UK holds biases against women but that those biases are worse for
women who are “Black, Asian, Indigenous, Latinx, or ethnically diverse . . .and
when they don’t identify with the gender norms medicine ascribes to
biological womanhood.”

 University of California Press. 304 pages.
Hoberman, John. (2012) Black and Blue: The Origins and Consequences of
Medical Racism.4

John Hoberman is a cultural and intellectual historian on the faculty of 
.  In his book, he discusses the origins of medical

racism, explores the dynamics of black patient/ white doctor relationships,
and examines the consequences of “racializing the human organism.”

The
University of Texas at Austin 5

https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520274013/black-and-blue
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#4
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/germanic/faculty/jmh283
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#5


“It is my hope that Black and Blue will enable physicians,
and those who study the world of medicine, to
understand how our racial complexes have in�ltrated
medical thinking and practice, and how a
disengagement from these complexes might begin.

Hoberman puts forth the idea that previous works “have not examined the
thought processes and behaviors of physicians in any sort of detailed way.”
His goal is to provide “the �rst systematic description of how doctors think
about racial differences and how this kind of thinking affects the treatment
of their pan tients.” The basis of his argument is that—despite our tendency
to assume physicians are different—they harbor the same basic biases and
attitudes toward race as the general population. He seeks to go “beyond
such general claims about racially motivated medical behaviors and
describes how mainstream medicine devised racial interpretations that have
been applied to every organ system of the human body.” In short, a large
majority of whites are either unwilling or unable to see African American
problems in their historical context and have only limited knowledge of
what the black experience has been like.

 Tiller Press.
Hossain, Anushay. (2021) 

.
The Pain Gap: How Sexism and Racism in Healthcare

Kill Women 6

 describes herself as a “feminist journalist and political
analyst.”  begins Hossain’s discussion of her dif�cult delivery
and how “what plagues me most is why I stayed so uncharacteristically quiet
through it all. Why, when I insisted the painkillers weren’t working and
everyone was ignoring me, did I not raise my voice?. . .Where was my voice . . .
Having spent my entire career as a women’s rights advocate, why didn’t I
stand up for myself?” Thus began not only her exploration of why women
don’t stand up for themselves, but also of why “Doctors still don’t always
believe women when they describe their pain, or they dismiss women’s
symptoms as being psychosomatic.”

Anushay Hossain7

The Pain Gap

https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Pain-Gap/Anushay-Hossain/9781982177775
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#6
https://anushayspoint.com/about-2/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#7


“This book is about the journey of learning to own my
hysteria and rebrand it for the twenty-�rst century. It is
the story of growing up in Bangladesh, surrounded by
staggering maternal mortality rates, before lobbying for
global health legislation on Capitol Hill and nearly
becoming a maternal mortality statistic myself–all while
blissfully unaware of how dangerous it can be just to go
to the hospital as a woman in America.

Hossain goes beyond discussions of birth and panancy to consider how
many emergent conditions like heart disease and stroke are considered
“male” diseases. And, even though “woman make up the majority of those
suffering from chronic-pain disorders. . .doctors are more likely to refer them
to a therapist than prescribe adequate pain medication.” Her argument is
that women’s tendency to avoid being labeled “hysterical” is literally killing
us.

The book is part memoir and part manifesto; after discussing her own roots,
Hossain discusses her role as a lobbyist before moving into discussions of
health care issues speci�c to women (and in some cases, speci�c to women
of color who experience a far higher infant-maternal mortality rate). The book
also seeks alternatives and provides tips for how women can advocate for
their health.

 New York University Press.
Matthew, Dayna Bowen. (2015) 

.
Just Medicine: A Cure for Racial Inequality in

American Health Care 8

 currently serves as the Harold H. Greene Professor
of Law and Dean of George Washington Law School in Washington, D. C. In
addition to her role in academia, she has been a leader in the realms of
public health and civil rights law.

Dayna Bowen Matthew9

https://nyupress.org/9781479896738/just-medicine/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#8
https://www.law.gwu.edu/dayna-bowen-matthew
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#9


“This book calls for providers, patients, scientists, and
jurists to face the uncomfortable truth that although
overt racism, prejudice, and bigotry may have subsided
in America, racial and ethnic injustice, unfairness, and
even segregation in American healthcare have not.

In  Matthew focuses on discussions of unconscious racism and
implicit bias: “The message of this book is that a signi�cant cause of these
health disparities is the unconscious racial and ethnic bias that infects our
delivery system. Implicit racial and ethnic biases in health care are harmful,
avoidable, and unjust. This book charts a way to deal with health and health
care disparities as injustices, not merely as inevitable byproducts of human
nature or a phenomenon subordinate to biological and social differences.
Instead, the argument made here is that health inequality due to
unconscious discrimination is a structural malady in need of a systematic
cure.”

Just Medicine,

Matthew ultimately offers “comprehensive [solutions] . . .grounded in a
historical and empirical record. The solutions are further supported by
original, qualitative interviews.” Not surprisingly, those solutions rest on the
basic argument that legislation aimed at eliminating bias is the key.

 Hachette
Group.

McGregor, Alyson J. (2020) Sex Matters: How Male-Centric Medicine
Endangers Women’s Health and What We Can Do About It.10

 is an Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine at
the .  She is the cofounder
and Director for the Division of Sex and Gender in Emergency Medicine
(SGEM). She also has a TEDx Talk titled 

Alyson McGregor, MD11

Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University 12

“Why Medicine Often has Dangerous
Side Effects for Women.”13

https://www.hachettego.com/titles/alyson-j-mcgregor-md/sex-matters/9780738246758/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#10
https://www.alysonmcgregormd.com/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#11
https://vivo.brown.edu/display/ajmcgreg
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#12
https://www.ted.com/talks/alyson_mcgregor_why_medicine_often_has_dangerous_side_effects_for_women?language=en
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=737781&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4210460&ver=html5#13


“The medical practice of differentiating women from
men according to their reproductive organs alone is
both reductionist and, as it turns out, hugely
problematic–but the malecentric model of medicine is so
pervasive in our healthcare systems, procedures, and
philosophy that many don’t even realize it exists. Most
people simply assume that women’s differences are
already being taken into account–yet nothing could be
further from the truth

In  McGregor �rst covers “How We Got Here,” covering the
history of using male subjects in trials. Part II focuses on “The Six Biggest
Issues Facing Women’s Health Today,” and Part III explores “Where We’re
Headed–And What You Can Do,” including how female patients can have
conversations with their health care providers about the issues covered in
the book.

Sex Matters,

 University of Georgia Press.
Owens, Deirdre Cooper. (2017) 

.
Medical Bondage: Race, Gender, and the

Origins of American Gynecology 14

“This book, however, shifts the focus to the lack of
recognition these women received as nurses . . .[and]
demonstrates how slavery and racial science were self-
contradictory in their assumptions about black people’s
inferiority

 currently serves as the Charles and Linda Wilson
Professor in the History of Medicine and as the Director of the Humanities in
Medicine program at the .  is
her �rst book, but she continues to write about the racial inequalities in
health care, including a  Op-Ed titled “COVID-19
Reveals a Long History of Health Inequities affecting African Americans.”

Deirdre Cooper Owens15

University of Nebraska-Lincoln 16Medical Bondage

2020 Houston Chronicle
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She includes a history of gynecologists like Dr. James Marion Sims, and it is
with Sims’ experiments on nine slave women that Owens starts the book.
She points out that previous discussions of his work “consistently
overshadowed” the “occupational status of his enslaved patients as nurses.”
Owens’ goal is “a sustained effort to examine and understand the richness of
the personal and work lives of slaves, especially of Sims’s slave nurses. Their
experiences offer us a lesson about the relationship between the birth of
American women’s professional medicine and ontological blackness.”

As part of that goal, Owens devotes four of the book’s chapters to the topic
of black women’s relationships with medicine throughout history. She also
devotes a chapter to the role Irish immigrant women played in the
development of American gynecology. As Owens notes, “this patient group . .
. were an accessible vulnerable population . . . who were treated as ‘black.’”

 Picador Books.
Tweedy, Damon. (2015) 

.
Black Man in a White Coat: A Doctor’s Re�ections on

Race and Medicine 17

 is an associate professor of psychiatry at Duke
University School of Medicine and a staff physician at the Durham Veteran
Affairs Health System.  is a “passionate and
profound memoir of his experience grappling with race, bias, and the unique
health problems of black Americans.” In addition to being an Oprah pick and
a  best-seller, the book also garnered a spot on 

 top ten non�ction books of 2015 and was a  best
book selection.

Damon Tweedy, MD18

Black Man in a White Coat

New York Times Time
Magazine’s Library Journal

“Dr. Wilson had hammered home something I would
learn time and again, both at Duke and beyond: Being
black can be bad for your health.

https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250105042/black-man-in-a-white-coat
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The memoir is intensely personal and begins with the story of how a
professor, so used to seeing a sea of white and Asian faces in the classroom,
confronted the author on the �rst day of class, mistaking him for a
maintenance worker there to �x an issue with the lights in the classroom. By
the end of the term, Tweedy earned honors in the course and the professor
asked if he would like to join his research team. Tweedy graciously declined.

One of Tweedy’s focal points is what  describes as the “best
black syndrome:” “The stereotype of black intellectual inferiority was so
ingrained that for a black person to do as well, or better, than whites and
Asians, they had to be ‘exceptionally bright’—earning admiration and
condescension wrapped in the same package.”

Stephen Carter19

Tweedy organizes his memoir into three parts: medical school, internship
year and psych training and early clinical practice. “Throughout each stage,
race played a recurrent role. . .I hope to humanize the dire statistics and
bitter racial debates and paint a fuller picture of the experiences of black
patients, as well as that of the black doctors who navigate between the
black community and the predominately white medical world.”

https://bluetoad.com/publication/?
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Is Mommy a Doctor or Superhero?
Angelic Rodgers, PhD 2021-01-22 05:37:05

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08L47RZVR/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tlcreat
ive=9325&creativeASIN=B08L47RZVR&ie=UTF8&linkCode=as2&linkId=23ab62
349025fa9440ec728e4211e8f0&tag=element2609-20

A Review and Interview with Author Amy Faith Ho, MD

This issue’s book review is a bit different, as we typically cover non-�ction
books aimed at adult readers. But when we saw Dr. Amy Faith Ho’s new
children’s book  we couldn’t resist the
chance to check out the book and to interview its author.

Is Mommy a Doctor or Superhero?

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08L47RZVR/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tlcreative=9325&creativeASIN=B08L47RZVR&ie=UTF8&linkCode=as2&linkId=23ab62349025fa9440ec728e4211e8f0&tag=element2609-20


The book is approximately 26 pages that are beautifully illustrated by Elena
Kochetova and feature diverse supporting images in the background, with
characters of different genders and races. The story is told from the
perspective of the daughter of a “Doctor Mommy” and is “dedicated to all
the physician moms I have admired and had the privilege of working by,
being mentored by, and befriended by in my career.”

 —
the cape (long white coat), toolbelt and how she uses her diagnostic skills to
solve patient mysteries. At the end, we encounter the narrator’s theme that
because her mommy is a doctor, the narrator can also be one later in life.
Plus, because the daughter can always lift up her mommy’s spirit after a hard
day, maybe she has superpowers, too.

The story covers all the ways the narrator’s mother resembles a superhero

I caught up with the author before the holidays. Here are some highlights
from our discussion.

Angelic: Obviously, the book was inspired by the women in your life who
mentored you and showed you the way, but can you tell us a little more
about the birth of the idea?

 I'd been thinking about this idea for many years. Since I was in
medical school, a lot of people told me that it was impossible to have a
career and also a family. They basically said that if you were to be successful
in a demanding career like medicine, you should accept that you'll either
never have a family or be mediocre at best to them. As I progressed in
training and my career, though, I met a lot of strong women in medicine that
really did do it all—they were dedicated moms, loving wives, academic chairs,
administrative leaders, compassionate doctors, and more. This is not to say
that it isn't hard—but that it was, indeed possible. 

 I
knew I wanted to tell the untold story of these women in medicine who
were truly superheroes.

Dr. Ho:

Just knowing these
women existed (and often being fortunate enough to be mentored by
them) impacted me in allowing me to believe that yes, I could do it too.

Angelic: There have been a lot of articles on COVID-19 and women in
academia and medicine, like the recent KevinMD piece by Karen Sibert, “

”  What are some of the pressures that
COVID-19 has placed on female physicians that make your book especially
timely?

Will
women in medicine survive COVID-19? 1

https://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2020/11/will-women-in-medicine-survive-covid-19.html
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=690093&view=articleBrowser&article_id=3858381&ver=html5#1


 When COVID-19 happened, the world turned inward and the burden
fell even more on women. Now they were running homeschool, and
managing the household, and adapting to COVID-19 and then going into
night shifts after a full day of that to take care of COVID-19 patients. 

Dr. Ho:

The "not
all heroes wear capes" adage was true...but didn't come to encompass how
the whole world had come onto women’s shoulders.

For me, it made it all the more urgent for me to �nally complete the book to
share the story of women in medicine.

Angel: The illustrations are fantastic. How did you �nd your illustrator? What
sorts of discussions did you have regarding the images in the book with your
illustrator?

 After writing the book, I actually sketched out every scene to portray
the feeling I wanted to emote and the actions I wanted depicted. Details
were super important to me—every rhythm strip, x-ray, medical textbook,
etc. is accurate to real life, and there are a lot of subtle shoutouts to
idiosyncrasies in medicine (like having the stereotypical hospital graham
crackers and soda in one scene, hospital grip socks in another scene, a
"SOAP" note depicted in another, etc.)

Dr. Ho:

We interviewed several illustrators and found Elena, who "got" the concept
of the book and was also excited by this message of women doing it all. I
think children feel emotion sometimes more powerfully than adults do, so
we developed secondary characters with her (a bird, the family's pet cat, and
a little green character Cosmo) to really emote the feeling of every scene.

Angelic: Do you have plans for any other children's books related to medical
parents?

 [This is] one of the most common questions I get! It's funny, when the
book came out, people were always asking me when I'd come out with the
"Doctor Daddy" book or "Pharmacist Mommy" book or yes, "Doctor Spouse"
book, and so on. Never say never, but this was a passion project based on a
desire to share a message more than it was motivated by wanting to write a
children's book (or series of books). 

 It was
important for me to portray women and the incredible work they do, but
also to try to translate the complexities of what we do in healthcare into
digestible bites for children. If another message captures me the way this
one of women empowerment does, then I'd absolutely do another book —
but none in the works so far!

Dr. Ho:

I chose a female physician character
because it's what resonates with me, but I think the book is relatable to
anyone who looks up to their mom (the way we all do and should!)



Finally, I asked Dr. Ho about the dif�culties of releasing a book during the
pandemic, when readings and book tours are obviously not an option. She
responded: “We are almost entirely grassroots/social media-driven (no formal
events or readings, yet!), and it's been amazing to see a lot of organic growth.
Someone gets the book, is touched by its message, and then shares it with
others either as a gift or word of mouth. The book is almost entirely driven by
readers sharing with new readers!”

I’m a big book nerd, of course, but I don’t have kids of my own, which I felt
limited my review powers on this one. So I asked Dr. Jera Bowman Smith, a
local family practice physician with two daughters, to take the book home,
read it to them and give me a more of�cial review.

Here’s what Dr. Smith reported back: “Overall, an excellent book. Loved as a
family medicine doctor mom who does OB. . . Our daughter thought it was
the greatest. I loved the part about hugs. Also suggesting that the little girl
might be a superhero.”

Dr. Smith also mentioned she’d love to see a book for little boys with doctor
moms, too, so maybe Dr. Ho will reconsider future books in the series!

 is available in paperback from .
You can learn more about the book from its website at

. If you purchase from the book’s website,
you also get some really awesome stickers, as well as a free coloring page
download.

Is Mommy a Doctor or Superhero Amazon 2
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Reignite! From Burned Out to On Fire: Rekindle your life
with Power, Passion, and Purpose 1

Angelic Rodgers, PhD 2021-09-20 20:53:20

Physician Family Book Review: REIGNITE!
From Burned Out to On Fire by Clark Gaither,
MD

https://www.amazon.com/Reignite-Dr-Clark-Gaither/dp/1946697664
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Back in our  focused on Physician Family Well-Being, I put
together a piece that collected and highlighted some outstanding physician
health programs: “

”  During the development of that
piece, I became much more aware of the services PHPs provide overall, as
well as what some of the most innovative programs are doing to support
physicians at risk. When AMA Alliance secretary Racheal Kunesh told Donna
Rovito and me that Dr. Clark Gaither (AKA Dr. Burnout) of the North Carolina
PHP had authored a book on burnout, we jumped at the chance to review it
as a continuation of our long-standing efforts to compile resources for our
readers.

Spring 2021 issue2

Con�dentiality, Compassion and Competent Care:
Highlighting Physician Health Programs. 3

 (p.16)
“The great news about burnout is it’s 100 percent reversible, treatable, and
preventable.”

Dr. Clark Gaither’s 2017 book, , isn’t just for those who are burned out
and desperate for help, nor is it only for physicians. Dr. Gaither not only shares
his personal story of burnout and how he turned that around, but he also
makes use of a variety of sources, inspirational quotes and worksheets to
help anyone, whether they are in need of a simple rekindling of their passion
or if their �re has gone out completely. Not only is this book useful for
individuals, but also for organizations seeking to increase dedication and
reduce attrition and job-related burnout (JRB).

Reignite

Dr. Gaither begins the book with a dedication to “the organization and
people that saved my life: The North Carolina Physicians Health Program.”

Immediately, the reader understands that this book is not simply a self-help
book but also part memoir and thank you to those who supported Dr.
Gaither when he faced burnout himself. Dr. Gaither begins with his own
personal story of burnout and a brief discussion of how he reignited his
passion for medicine. This story is important, as the book that follows breaks
down the process of self-assessment Dr. Gaither used to �nd his purpose
again, and readers know from the beginning of the book that he has worked
through this process himself and was successful.

Not only is the personal story interesting, but Gaither makes the story
interactive by asking readers questions early on about whether they have
ever experienced similar feelings about their work. In addition to these early
calls on the reader to re�ect, Dr. Gaither clearly outlines the tools and
strategies the book will teach the reader.

https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=702934&p=1&pp=1
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After sharing his personal story of burnout, Dr. Gaither de�nes and
distinguishes between key terms and concepts of 

, as well as de�ning the three core hallmarks of burnout and the
costs to both individuals and organizations. He discusses burnout as a real
issue for doctors, but is careful to acknowledge that any profession can
experience burnout.

stress, burnout and
smoldering

It’s not always you—it might be the workplace.

Dr. Gaither focuses on the ways in which most cases of burnout are related
to workplace dysfunction. Speci�cally, he identi�es six common
“mismatches” that lead to burnout:

• work overload

• lack of control

• insuf�cient reward

• breakdown of community

• absence of fairness

• con�icting values

While he acknowledges that there are potentially some individual causes of
burnout, he is con�dent that these cases happen when our lives are out of
balance; in most cases, the burnout is caused when “substantial con�ict
between the demands of the job and [our] core values” (p. 32) occurs.

 (p. 65)

“There was the moment I realized I had become burned out in my career. I
had experienced most of the six mismatches between the job and the
individual that can cause burnout.”

Complacency and the “Variation of Sameness”



One of the things that stuck out to me is the idea of “variation of sameness.”
I’ve often heard the saying that the de�nition of insanity is doing the same
thing over and over again, but expecting a different result. Far too often, we
move from one job within our �eld to another without addressing the core
issue that made us unhappy at one workplace before moving on to another.
Dr. Gaither’s book and the tools and resources within it will help readers
determine their core values and help them pinpoint speci�c strategies they
can try before simply giving up and moving on to a new job where they may
experience the same issues.

 (p. 189)“Either you can change or you can change your circumstances.”

The book is well-organized and constantly engages readers by asking
questions that require re�ection on their current situation. Eventually, these
gentle re�ection questions morph into deeper work. Gaither leads readers
through in his various “action templates.” These templates take the reader
through various sections of their lives, including professional life, family life,
and the four major “realms” he discusses in the book: mental, emotional,
physical and spiritual realms.

In addition to the worksheets in the book, Dr. Gaither offers a variety of free
assessments and a  that goes even more in-depth on his website.
Many of those free resources are available by simply signing up for his
mailing list, but the book will support people as they work through the
various exercises. In the body of the text, Gaither mentions several general
career-related books that readers can turn to for further information and
there are references related to physician suicide, mental health and burnout
at the end of the book.

workbook4

One of the most impressive features, though, is the way the book can be put
into action by the reader, especially if they make use of the robust
companion .website 5

Readers can get started right away (even if they don’t have the book) by
signing up for his newsletter to claim free goodies, including a core values
inventory worksheet, an Individual Life Pro�le Questionnaire and a robust
companion workbook. These resources are perfect for printing to use as you
work through assessing your values, priorities and envisioning your preferred
future. The website also summarizes the services and support Dr. Gaither
can provide individuals and businesses, as well as providing contact
information.

http://www.clarkgaither.com/reignite-workbook/
https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=721815&view=articleBrowser&article_id=4118456&ver=html5#4
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 He provides a road map to
examine where we are, where we want to be and how to get there. With the
robust tools and resources he provides, readers should feel empowered and
should be able to better navigate toward their preferred future.

Dr. Gaither’s book will be useful to anyone who is struggling with burnout or
even simply not feeling ful�lled in their lives.

Links:

1https://www.amazon.com/Reignite-Dr-Clark-Gaither/dp/1946697664

2https://bluetoad.com/publication/? m=62681&i=702934&p=1&pp=1

3https://bluetoad.com/publication/?m=62681&i=702934&p=28&pp=1

4http://www.clarkgaither.com/reignite-workbook/
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Dreamland: A Review
Angelic Rodgers 2017-11-01 03:09:24

Quinones, S. (2015). .
New York & London: Bloomsbury Press.

Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic

Sam Quinones’ book takes two towns we might never expect to compare—
Nayarit, Mexico and Portsmouth, Ohio—and shows how they are inextricably
linked. Similarly, the book also takes two worlds we like to think of as
separate—the world of big pharma and the world of street sales of black tar
heroin—and shows the links between those worlds. Through careful
research, investigative journalism and personal interviews, Quinones weaves
together various storylines to track the development of the opiate epidemic
in the United States.



Quinones opens the book with the “dreamland” that once was Portsmouth’s
large swimming pool. The pool was installed in 1929 and for decades the pool
brought people together, washing away class distinctions and offering a
common experience for the community. Portsmouth grew and prospered,
so much so that by 1979 it had more than 42,000 people and was the
epitome of the “All-American City.” The book follows the story of the town as
it slid into addiction and poverty after 1980 and ends with the hopes that
Portsmouth has seen revival as a place of recovery for addicts.

The larger idea of a dreamland, though, is connected with the illusion of
success that opioids provided both suppliers and users. The dream of being
able to manage chronic pain without fear of addiction opened the door not
only for pill mills run by doctors without scruples, but also for the Mexican
black tar heroin trade to move into small town America. The Xalisco Boys
realized their dreams of wealth and home ownership because of the door
opened by prescription drug abuse. In the end, it’s clear these were only
dreams—doctors were busted and pill mills shut down, young drivers for
drug dealers were either deported or jailed, and thousands became addicts.

Quinones is careful to focus on the true villains; readers can empathize with
patients and their families who fell victim to the allure of effective pain relief
and unquestioningly accepted opiates as safe for pain management. Even
the Mexican delivery drivers garner some sympathy from the readers—to a
point. The bulk of the responsibility is given to pharmaceutical companies
which capitalized on a paragraph about opioids written by a physician, which
suggested that there was no danger of addiction. Without that exploitation,
the rest of the chain would have been impossible. The root of the problem is
clearly with regulation and how big pharma helped fuel the hunger for
opioids by offering options like OxyContin that are not mixed with other
medications and which are easy to isolate for a bigger high through snorting
or shooting up.

In addition to narratives from addicts and their families, law enforcement and
delivery men, Quinones provides plenty of objective information, including a
clear timeline that brings together the development of opioids into modern
pharmaceuticals with the development of the Xalisco heroin trade in the
United States. The book ends with source notes that help the reader
understand the methods that Quinones used to gather information in both
Mexico and the United States. For readers who want to delve further into
the investigative research, there is also an online bibliography on his 

.
author

website1

http://www.samquinones.com/books/dreamland/dreamland-the-online-bibliography


The book should appeal to a variety of readers; not only will those interested
in the origins of the opioid epidemic �nd it interesting, but it can also serve
as a cautionary tale regarding research and best practices in medicine. The
book offers some hope, as well, in the concluding chapters where the efforts
toward rehabilitation are covered. Finally, the narratives of those directly
impacted by the opioid epidemic will appeal to general readers who are
simply looking to understand how heroin moved into middle class America.
Hopefully the lessons to be learned here will be learned well.

Links:

1http://www.samquinones.com/books/dreamland/dreamlandthe-online-
bibliography/
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